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About This Game

When the world gets too hot humanity finds sanctuary underground. After a
long waiting list you finally score a spot in the local underground

city of Camden, run by Mayor Rick Davidson. You and your mother move in
and begin to acclimate to this wonderful new life. As time passes,

however, things start to go wrong. Unravel what’s going on, and face
some hard choices that will impact your relationships and fate.

Get a job, find romance, and meet the other residents of Camden- your new home.

Play as Ashlynn Phillips.
Ashlynn is suspicious, but desperate to make this new life work. Her life on

the surface was hard. She spent most of it fighting for everything and
going without. Now she's safe. Her mother is safe. They have food,
water, and shelter. Nothing will get in the way of that ever again, if

she has anything to say about it.

Features:
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  Customize your name and appearance (different skin tones and hair colors).

  4 career options with independent story lines.

  4 potential love interests that you can befriend or romance.

  3 potential friends and several people to interact with.

  Branching paths from day one, making each play through unique. Every path promises different sides of the story,
encouraging replay!

  Spend time with any- and everyone, no matter who you romance, or which job you pick.

  30 unique endings.

  over 135,000 words total

Romance options:

Jude Myers
You can usually find him at the bar with Sam, the closest thing to

family he has left. Or in the greenhouse tending to the plants with loud
grunge music from the 1990s shaking the walls. If you see him with any

tech, you should probably assume it’s contraband and say nothing

Gloria Miller
The sweet Community Affairs Supervisor who wants to keep everyone's
spirits up in these dark times. Born in Camden she isn't fully aware of

the harsh realities of the surface. Bored of living underground she
wants to either shake things up or escape.

Micah Everett
A perfectionist with an eloquent way of speaking, and a quiet voice. Insecure from a previous relationship which causes him to
appear distant at first. Tries to throw himself into work as much as possible, and as the community’s lead doctor no one tries to

stop him

Eva Turner
An overly friendly security officer full of charm, and a sad smile.

She'll tackle criminals all day, and then sweep you into her arms and
sing karaoke with you all night. Or she’ll challenge you to a race, then

feel bad that she didn’t let you win.

Welcome to Camden!

An underground utopia with fresh food, filtered air, and the coldest
water you’ll ever taste. Enjoy your spacious living quarters with enough
room for the whole family! We have all the amenities you could ever

dream of: a gym for your fitness, a library for your mind, and a bar for
socializing. Our community center is a hub of activity. Stop by in the

mornings for complimentary coffee and a friendly chat with your
neighbors. All events and meetings are held there as well!

Our massive space is taken up mostly by an impressive collection of
greenhouses that provide a wealth of resources for Camden. From clothing

to medicine, if we can grow it then it’s here. Never worry about fatal
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power outages again. We use an advanced Geothermal energy system that is
as safe as it is efficient. Our impressive security and medical

departments keep us safe and healthy.

Camden welcomes you to your new, better life.
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Very relaxing game.
I like puzzles therefore I bought this game and everything else from Pixel Puzzles - no regrets.. Wrastor just reminded me of
Mang0 every time I played him. Plus they had a vanila color variant that used red and blue. This skin just extends the hype of
the character!. huge improvement comparing to the first Ares version!

Grenades and repair ,now are abilities that spent resources and have cooldown.

Love the drone that gathers the resources for you so you dont have to worrye about income but you have to buy the first version
to have this.

To upgrade your moves and abilities you have to find the chips first but until the last boss you will have find enough of them. to
get them all you must replay the game, and it is more enjoyable with the unlocked abilities!

I enjoyed Ares Ex alot! solid platformer \/shoote!!!

If you see it on sale , buy it without hesitation and dont bother for the 1st version,.!. Senko no Ronde 2 is an obscure port of a
Japanese arcade game released in 2010. The title was later ported to the Xbox 360 and the prequel was released in America as
WarTech: Senko no Ronde. Gameplay wise, this is a mix of both a bullet hell shmup (shoot 'em up) and a fighting game. Think
of it as a mix between Psychic Force and Virtual On. If you're a fan of anime, mecha, the shmup genre and the fighting game
genre, you'll enjoy this game.

The characters are fully voiced in Japanese and each have a backstory. Design-wise, they're not too original, but their
personalities are made apparent during the game. Each mecha (known as "Rounders") come equipped with a main weapon, a
subweapon, a special ability (depending on the partner\/variation you select), shield\/force field, several dash attacks and the
ability to transform into a B.O.S.S.! The B.O.S.S. mode is pretty cool and sounds exactly as the mode implies. You basically
turn into a giant mechanized version of your regular Rounder for a limited period of time to unleash a barrage of bullets on the
enemy. This is a great tactic, especially during the endgame, since it is a somewhat of a last-ditch comeback mechanic.

I haven't tried online mode yet, but from what I hear, it's quite laggy and not optimized well at all. I hope the developers \/
G.Rev fixes this.

In summary, if you are a fan of Japanese arcade games, you'll probably like this title.

Let's hope G.Rev releases more Steam titles like this one, in the near future!

. DLC verdict: Don't get it
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Comment:
It is one of those season passes that do not contain everything. And now that the multiplayer part of Arkham Origins is
(supposed to be) shutdown it has even less appeal. The only thing that you get extra here are 2 Batman skins, both of
which (just like the other skins) can only be used when you finish the main game at least once. Honestly the only good
DLC is "Cold, Cold Heart" so get that one instead. Unless you are a DLC collector or die-hard Batman fan stay this
pass if not worth your money. Included DLC - Cold, Cold Heart; Initiation; New Millennium Skins Pack; Infinite
Earth Skins Pack. Not included DLC - Black Mask Challenge Map Pack; Online Supply Drop 1 (Not purchasable
anymore because multiplayer is (supposed to be) shutdown); Invisible Predator Online DLC Pack 2 (Not purchasable
anymore because multiplayer is (supposed to be) shutdown); Knightfall (Not purchasable on PC, but there is a
workaround if you have Initiation, check HERE)
------------------------------------------------------------------
If you liked this DLC review you can find more in my Review Corner.
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A really fun casual game. Shame is a bit short but replayability is great.. Great game if you like Pat IV & Port Royale. The
engine is greatly improved but the core gameplay remains the same. Trading and making profit! Buy low & sell high!. I put on
my own tunes and forget about everything, love it!. Wow... first impression: VERY impressive! Loved the battle chess mode
(for all, who don't need the "3D animated moves"... you can disable it! Of course it is obligatory for the battle scenes). The
fighting mechanics are well done and the system manages to keep up a good balance for attackers/defenders (since you can
completely undermine the rules of chess in this game mode).

Unfortunately, I believe, that's all the game is good for... Normal chess can be played on a gazillion free platforms and the rest is
rather a cheap version of Chivalry to me. Those who enjoy multiplayer meelee games, should give it a try. You get the game for
under a Buck on {LINK REMOVED}
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